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“Love Centurion tables. Nice,
thick and comfortable support.
Great quality coverings. Table is
light and sturdy.”
GAIL LAUX
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A premium portable designed in Australia by Athlegen. The unique top shape improves access to the
client, putting less strain on the practitioner’s body. Specifically engineered to be quiet during treatments,
the superior design features triangulation power struts for minimum table flex and unparalleled support.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

HEAD CRADLE, FACE PAD & ARMREST

TOP SHAPE

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

An alternative to the face hole, the head cradle’s
height and angle can be adjusted to suit each
patient. Extends the table length by 300mm, which
is handy for treating taller patients.

The contoured top provides increased access to
patients during treatments. The top features a
curved shoulder area for easy access to the prone
armrest sling.

The D-shape aluminium legs make it fast and easy
to adjust the height of the table. The table features
small increment adjustments to ensure you can find
a table height that is perfect for you.

SUPERIOR DESIGN

FOLDING DESIGN

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

With twin cables, a patented triangulation power strut
design and a CNC precision crafted plywood base, the
Genesis Compact provides unparalleled support.

Weighing only 12.5kg, the Genesis Compact is
extremely lightweight and the portable folding
design makes it easy to transport.

The Genesis Compact includes a head cradle, face
pad, armrest sling and transit bag.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
CUSHIONING

64mm, medium finish

UPHOLSTERY

Blue Grey Galaxy Plus PU fabric

UPHOLSTERY BOARD

5.5mm plywood (3 ply)

LEG & STRUT SYSTEM

D-shape leg
Aluminium triangulation support struts
Twin cable support

HEIGHT RANGE

620 to 820mm
Adjustments: 8
Increments: 25mm

TABLE WEIGHT

12.5kg

TOP DIMENSIONS

1980 x 720mm

FOLDED DIMENSIONS

845 x 720 x 230mm

SAFE WORKING LOAD

205kg
Head cradle: 20kg

SHIPPING

880 x 770 x 240mm
15.5kg

WARRANTY

Structural: 5 years
Hardware: 2 years
Plywood base: 2 years
Cables: 2 years
Head cradle: 1 year
Accessories: 1 year
Upholstery: To arrive in perfect condition

Centurion is a brand of Alevo Pty Ltd © 2020
Designed in Australia by Athlegen
All dimensions (shown in mm) and specifications are
approximate and are subject to manufacturing tolerances.
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